
  

 

Boggis’s Chicken House Number One (Ch. 10) 

1. Mr. Fox and the kids dug as fast as they could. 

 
true not sure false 

Colour the box with the correct answer under each question. 

2. Mr. Fox wouldn’t tell the kids where they were digging 
towards. 

true not sure false 

3. Mr. Fox told the kids that the place they were hoping to get 
to was: 
 

dangerous marvellous quiet 

4. The foxes were digging in the murky tunnel. What does 
“murky” mean? 

 bright long dark 

5. The foxes began to slope the tunnel: 
 

upwards sidewards downwards 
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6. At last, what hard thing did they hit? 

 
planks bricks rocks 

Colour the box with the correct answer under each question. 

7. Mr. Fox let out a shriek of: 

disappointment anger excitement 

8. The foxes had arrived in a huge: 
 

byre shed stye 

9. From where did the foxes get a drink of water? 

 
bucket basin trough 

10. The foxes killed all of the chickens for their dinner. 
 

true not sure false 
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